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Tracklisting:
01 CATFISH
02 SAMEDI SOIR
03 BONHEUR EST PARTOUT
04 CHILLEE
05 TUKKI
06 AYAYE
07 XARITOO
08 LAAJ AM NA SOLO
09 SILESIAN BUSH
10 MENKENKE
11 PEACE

3:04
4:38
4:49
5:24
4:25
5:27
4:08
4:26
4:21
3:06
6:38

Abass Ndiaye: vocals
Michael Gakpeto: guitar
Marcel Sorge: guitar
Malte Quester: keys
Daniel Sauerborn: tenor sax
Daniel Koster: bari sax
Robin Kahl: trumpet
Thomas Kouami Tossou: percussion
Phillip Zwirchmayr: drums
Patrick Frankowski: bass
Links:
www.kelele-music.com
facebook.com/KeleleBerlin

Live:
09.12.17 - RECORD REALEASE SHOW @ YAAM, Berlin

KELELE - XARITOO
Two years after their debut, the ten-piece band Kelele is releasing their new work Xaritoo.
The start were numerous jam sessions, live gigs and hard disks filled with recorded song ideas, which in the
end led to an album infused with heritage from Kelele’s personal musical heroes: their sound and music is
inspired by funk & highlife bands of the '70s and '80s, including Osibisa, Ebo Taylor, Poly-Rythmo de
Cotonou and Mulatu Astatke. Being non-dogmatic, open-minded and playful, the band breaks with usual
genre boundaries, developing a mix of funk / socca / ragga-beats, coupled with West African percussion and
horn parts influenced by Fela Kuti’s afro-beat and brass bands of the Balkans.
The songs "Xaritoo" - meaning "friendship" in Wolof, the native tongue of the Senegalese lead singer Abass
Ndiaye - and "Ayaye" (shared suffering is half the suffering) are songs about friendship and solidarity.
In his lyrics Abass tells about his search for knowledge, like in the song "Tukki", and asks questions about
his own roots in "Laaj Am Na Solo." "Samedi Soir" is about dancing and celebrating the joy of life, even
without having money. The album ends on a contemplative note in political Dub Poetry style with "Peace", a
jam session from the band's last day in the studio.
Following in the steps of their first release and in order to preserve the live character of their music, the band
used very few overdubs in the studio. Just like the first album Terela, the recordings of Xaritoo were
produced by Jochen Ströh at the Lovelite Studio in Berlin.
The collaboration resulted in an album that's as compelling to listen to as it is to dance to.

Order now at www.GetOnRecords.de or download on iTunes, Amazon, Phononet...

